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Richard Branson is an iconic businessman. In Screw It, Let's Do It, he shares the secrets of his
success and the invaluable lessons he has learned over the course of his remarkable career. As the
world struggles with the twin problems of global recession and climate change, Richard explains
why it is up to big companies like Virgin to lead the way in finding a more holistic and
environmentally friendly approach to business. He also looks to the future and shares his plans for
taking his business and his ideas to the next level. Richard reveals the new and exciting areas into
which Virgin is currently moving, including bio fuels and space travel, and brings together all the
important lessons, good advice and inspirational adages that have helped him along the road to
success. This is a fantastic motivational book that will help listeners achieve their own dreams.
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I read the author's "Losing My Virginity" in 2005, rated it a five star with the title "Entertaining, fun,
motivatonal, inspiring, simply irresistable!" In fact, I described it as the best biography in my
Listmania List. Though I did know this one is just a short update to that, I couldnt help but read it,
and still found it very fascinating. Upon writing this review, I just found that there is an 256 page
Expanded Edition which is double the size of this. I strongly recommend any potential reader to buy
either "Losing My Virginity" or the "Expanded Edition" (which explains the four star here). You will
thank me for that.p.s. Below please find some of my favorite passages for your reference.A journey
of a thousand miles starts with that first step. If you look ahead to th end, and all the weary miles

between, with all the dangers you might face, you might never take that first step. And whatever it is
you want to achieve in life, if you dont make the effort, you wont reach your goal. So take that first
step. There will be many challenges. You might get knocked back - but in the end, you will make it.
Good luck!As soon as something stops being fun, I think it's time to move on. Life is too short to be
unhappy. Waking up stressed and miserable is not a good way to live. pg 22If you do still have to
work for a boss at a job you dont like, as almost everyone does at some point, dont moan about it.
Have a positive outlook on life and just get on with it. Work hard and earn your pay. Enjoy the
people you come into contact with through your job. And if you are still unhappy, make it instead
your goal to divide your private life from your work life. Have fun in your own time, you will feel
happier and you'll enjoy your life and your job more.
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